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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, more and more open source software developers are starting to create software in decentralized communities. For these software ecosystems and their members with a risk that does not always guarantee contributions when needed. This paper maps the influential factors that determine developer participation with a case study on the open source software Debian website. Data was gathered on potentially influential events and all commits in the year 2000 to 2011. Two previous data results are compared in a correlation study to derive relationships. In 11% of the types of events that were studied, these were a reoccurring relation with increased developer participation. Ecosystem project leaders can stimulate or prevent these events to prevent missing in action in development and welcome new developers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
N one.

General Terms
Management, Measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software developers can be divided into two types, i.e., centralized and decentralized. Examples of centralized software developers are Red Hat and Microsoft. An example of a decentralized software project is Debian. Decentralized and open source projects are not necessarily less capable of creating large sized distributions as the centralized projects [1]. However, especially in open source and decentralized software projects, it does not always guarantee contributions when needed. Jansen et al. [2] proposed a study on the orchestration of ecosystems. Jansen et al. define the software ecosystem as: “a set of businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for software and services, together with the relationships among them.” Meschschmitt and Spohrer [3] describe all aspects of the software ecosystem in detail. Not uncommonly do decentralized open source software (OSS) projects not provide financial rewards to stimulate participation in development [4]. This underestimated type of rewarding exposes decentralized OSS projects to a risk that centralized and paid development projects do not entail. If fewer developers participate in developing OSS, the continuation of the OSS project is at risk. In order to regain missing in action developers, it is important to know what events influence developer participation. By asking the positively affecting influential events mapped in this paper, decentralized OSS project orchestrators (such as project leaders) can more effectively increase developer involvement in their projects.

Following up on this background, this paper targets to map the relations between influences and developer involvement in terms of the software ecosystem by answering the following questions:

What factors influence developer participation in the Debian software ecosystem?

The research is divided into the following sub-questions:

- What is the total number of developers and average number of commits in each week?
- Which events can potentially influence developer participation?
- What reoccurring relations can be found between events and activity in the average software commits and total developer participation?

In order to identify these relations, a case study is performed on the decentralized OSS Linux distribution Debian website. In May 2011, Debian had 1643 developers, which were spread over the world [5,6]. The participation of developers can be researched by looking at what drives OSS developers in the development process, as described in a research performed by Has and Ou [7]. This research was not conclusive, because it only looked at personal motivations, instead of outside factors.

Roberts et al. [8] went a step further by describing the relation between motivation, participation and performance (by studying the quality of the submitted code) of OSS developers. In practice, this usually means looking at the commits. Goeminne and Mens [9] define a commit as: “atomic changes done on the source code”.

M Kremer investigating the quality of source code, is not sufficient according to a recent qualitative from es- Huck design and study on ecosystem evolution [9]. In order to fully understand the workings of an ecosystem the community needs to be studied as well. For example, this can be done by looking at bug trackers, mailing lists and forums.

The scope of this paper is the Debian ecosystem of the last 11 years (2000-2011). Based on the acquired information, an analysis can take place to see if there are any reoccurring relations between events and developer-participation changes.

Data obtained from the Debian software version control system (git) will be used to find new relations between events and developer participation. The structure of the paper first details the chosen research approach, after that the results focus on the three sub-questions leading towards the last results chapter, where the main research question is answered. Some discussion is opened to elaborate on uncertainties, newly derived questions and applicability of this research.

2. RESEARCH APPROACH

In this research, a case study is performed on the OSS project Debian. Debian is an OSS operating system for desktops and servers. Development of Debian is a collaboration between developers (1600+) working from all over the world. What makes Debian special compared to other software projects, is the
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Data mining in this paper targets the following two parts: Debian Git repository and the Debian website. In order to complete the first part, a Linux machine was set up and two Git commands and for each developer project were issued in the Bash terminal that:

```
git clone http://git.debian.org/git/project

git log >> [project].txt
```

Respectively resulting into the download of all Debian projects into one local folder and an extract of all Git commit logging data each developer project was issued in the Bash terminal:

To find this relation, the Pearson linear correlation coefficient was calculated for each category of events in the range of four weeks before and after the event occurred. This statistic measures the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two variables.

Eventually in order to evaluate the results, the running Debian leader (2011) checked this paper, and gave feedback on the accuracy and the scope of the research method used.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Total number of developers and average number of commits in each week

The Debian Git repository holds key historical information on software revisions. For the purpose of this study, the Git database was downloaded and aggregated into an average developer commit list, and total number of developer perspective. Time intervals were set at one week, and data was collected from 2000 to 2011. In total, 1,000,000 commits were downloaded and used for this paper.

A clearly noticeable change in mid-2009 defines a continuing decrease in total commits by the Debian developers, which is still ongoing in 2011, when the data was extracted.

A more definite answer can, however, be given for multiple identical events in the same category which are dispersed over 10 years. Such studies can, to a lesser degree, be influenced by de- or increasing trends in the worldwide Debian developer community. This is exactly what this study is focused on.

3.2 Potentially influential events

The Debian project is transparent in its information sharing regarding internal and external events, making it a suitable matter for study. The study was aimed to recognize and gather events that could potentially influence the level of activity of the Debian ecosystem. Each event was stored together with the corresponding date, category and week number. In total 116 were deemed feasible. These were extracted from the following Debian website sources:

- Mailing lists (lists.debian.org), announcements relevant for developers such as frozen releases. General announcements regarding the Debian project and community spin-offs that take form as new projects. Furthermore, a large effort is put into attaching enthusiastic and capable developers with projects that were abandoned. Such events can influence the activity of developers. They can for example be the root-causes for new developers to sign up or contribute inregaining activity to existing projects;
- Bug tracking system (bugs.debian.org), some release-critical bugs might spur the developer community to become more active. Especially when a general release is around the corner. A bug report is published in the mailing list that shows the current number of critical bugs, essentially depicting the degree of preparedness for a new general release. Such events might play a vital contribution to participation;
- Quality Assurance (QA) group (qa.debian.org), software quality and continuity are aspects which the QA group monitors and steers. Missing developers, dependency issues and mass bugs filings that could have a great impact on the developers are particularly interesting for this study;
- W 3c ((w3c.debian.org)), release notes, pending issues, upgrades and a wide variety of project information, which might lead to some influential events;
- Event list (debian.org/events/), Debian hosted a whole series for community events, for the developer group a Debian conference is hosted. In addition, a work camp is organized to stimulate cooperation between developers that wouldn’t do so otherwise. Furthermore, an open day is held to introduce the Debian project to anyone interested. These activities could help in gaining more members in addition to increasing activity and commits in the current development;
- Voting area (debian.org/vote/), general resolutions have been asked in post events in the past. Some of which could potentially influence the degree of participation.

The sources previously mentioned, led to the formulation of the following potentially influential categories in which the events were placed:

- Stable release, a pending stable release can be influential in a way that it stimuliates developers to put in extra efforts, or when the release is over to stay inactive for a while because their projects are not likely to reach the public anytime soon;
- Change of Leadership, each period a new leader is elected. This could for example influence developer morale;
- Community spin-off, the community probably provides significant input that had effect on the Debian project. With these events working as a spring board for new development in the project, it is not unlikely that some have worked in favour of developer participation;
- Incidents, among notable incident were found such as a fire that burnt a major operations server;
- Debian Conference, increased morale and cooperation that might occur after these events is not unlikely to influence the participation of developers;
- CeBIT/CeBIT is one of the most important computer exhibitions. New people are introduced to the Debian project which might lead to increased participation;
- Debian Day, several speakers talk about current development events. Furthermore, a Debian conference which is open to anyone that is interested in free software;
- End of support for Debian release, once a release is out-dated, the support ends, which could potentially influence developer participation;
- Annual Southern California Linux Expo, this exhibition brings together open-source communities, Linux, developers and users. Perhaps converting users to enter the developer community;
- Awards, Debian has been nominated and chosen numerous times as best project by magazines and websites;
• **General Resolution (GR)**, some examples of GRs are: electing a new leader, changing developer regulations and many more which can be found at the Debian voting area;

• M ajor bugs, m ajor bugs can be for exam ple bugs that hinder vital functionality of the system. Such bugs need to be fixed as soon as possible and might cause increased activity shortly after;

• Dependency issues, some events were seen that had influence on hundreds of packages that depended on it. For example, when the developer changed its popular package, a lot of developers that had packages that depended on that package had to change theirs;

• Release frozen, a frozen release marks the end of any new package contributions. By doing this, the Debian community can focus on the upcoming stable release, rather than introducing new packages;

• Introduction of developer services, marking the job of the developer easier, allowing them to do a better job in a shorter time, resulting in increased participation.

In order to make sure that all the important resources were consulted and the most important events are included in this research, the current leader of Debian was consulted.

### 3.3 Reoccurring relations between events and activity in developer participation

Based on the data in chapter 3.1 and 3.2, in this chapter relationships between influences and activity in developer participation will be identified using statistical analysis.

There are some influences that are happening at the same time or short after another. This will create noise in the research results because it cannot be determined based on what particular influence the developer participation was affected. Therefore, the influences are divided into fifteen categories. If influences are now taking place short after one another, the combination of the influences in the category will convey the potential disturbances that take place. This will lead to the reduction of noise in the research results.

An influence can affect developer participation in the future and the past. For example, there could be a deadline for uploading code in before a conference. But it is also possible that developers will start submitting commits after discussing with other developers at that conference. To find all these relationships, every week, from 4 weeks before, to 4 weeks after the event was investigated for changes. 4 weeks were chosen, because it is the average time between individual events.

As mentioned earlier, the developer participation is split up in two perspectives, i.e., the total amount of developers and average commits per developer. When looking at the amount of developers, it can be determined if a certain influence resulted in more or less active developers. But the shortcoming of only using that measure is that it only says something about the community as a whole rather than the degree of participation of individual active developers. To overcome this problem, the measure of average commits per developer will also be determined.

To determine what effect the influences had on the two perspectives, the Pearson linear correlation coefficient was used [10]. This calculation is suitable for this particular situation, because it can be used to show the strength and direction of a linear relationship between multiple sets of variables. In order to determine the correlation of a point in time prior to the influence, the variables (average commits per developer or amount of developers that submitted a commit) of that point in time and the variables of the time of the influence are used. To calculate the correlation of future points in time compared to the time the influence took place, a similar approach is used, but with a varying time line. Because of this, the same correlation number means something different for past and future events.

The result tables show the categories per week where the correlation was either positive (+0.30 or higher) or negative (-0.30 or lower). Because the developer participation is split up in two groups, there are also two result tables. Table 1 shows the correlation of the average commits per developer in a particular week. Table 2 depicts the correlation of developers that submitted commits in its.

#### Table 1. Correlation of the average commits per developer in a particular week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>CeBit</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>General Resolution</td>
<td>-0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Release frozen</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>CeBit</td>
<td>-0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>General Resolution</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Debian Day</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>-0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Major bug</td>
<td>-0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Dependency issues</td>
<td>-0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>0.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Stable release</td>
<td>-0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Dependency issues</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Dependency issues</td>
<td>-0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Dependency issues</td>
<td>-0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>CeBit</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Debian Day</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2. Correlation of developers that submitted commits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>-0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Debian Day</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>CeBit</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>CeBit</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Debian Day</td>
<td>-0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks before influence</td>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>-0.405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these tables, the following results can be derived from the correlation of the average commits per developer in a particular week:

- The categories Annual Southern California Linux Expo, awards, change of leadership, community spin-off, Debian conference, end of support for Debian release have no effect on the activity of developers;
- 2-3 weeks prior and 4 weeks after CeBit IT started there was an increase in developer activity;
- 2 weeks prior to Debian day, there is a decrease in developer activity. After Debian day there is a decrease in developer activity with the lowest point 2 weeks after Debian day.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Amount of influences</th>
<th>Linear Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual Southern California Linux Expo</td>
<td>-0.286, 0.137</td>
<td>0.242, 0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awards</td>
<td>0.144, 0.095</td>
<td>-0.039, 0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeBIT</td>
<td>-0.290, 0.044</td>
<td>-0.383, 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of leadership</td>
<td>0.083, -0.039</td>
<td>0.006, -0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community spin-off</td>
<td>-0.181, -0.028</td>
<td>-0.113, -0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debian C Conference</td>
<td>0.042, -0.015</td>
<td>-0.088, -0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debian Day</td>
<td>-0.233, -0.136</td>
<td>-0.200, -0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency issues</td>
<td>-0.209, 0.055</td>
<td>-0.257, 0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of support for Debian release</td>
<td>0.169, 0.037</td>
<td>0.045, 0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Resolution</td>
<td>0.064, 0.107</td>
<td>0.344, 0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>0.353, 0.094</td>
<td>-0.085, 0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of developer service</td>
<td>-0.287, -0.484</td>
<td>0.606, -0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bugs</td>
<td>0.222, -0.019</td>
<td>0.203, -0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release frozen</td>
<td>0.320, -0.101</td>
<td>0.310, 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable release</td>
<td>-0.186, 0.001</td>
<td>-0.207, 0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations with a weak, moderate or strong positive or negative relationship.
there 2 weeks the developer activity significantly rises again with the highest point after the event at 4 weeks;

- 1 week prior to dependency issues there is an increase in developer activity, 2 weeks after there is an increase, followed by a decrease in the third week;

- 2-3 weeks before a general resolution there is a decrease in developer activity;

- Incidents have increased developer activity 3 weeks after the incident occurred;

- 2 weeks prior of major bugs, there is a weak increase in developer activity;

- 3-4 weeks before a release is frozen, there is a decrease in developer activity;

- 2 weeks after a stable release, there is a weak increase in developer activity;

- The introduction of developer services leads to a decrease in developer activityness 3 and 1 week before and leads to a decrease in developer activityness in week 1 and 3 after the influence.

In the joined or hosted events, Debian works on introducing the project to new and unfamiliar developers and users, which could be a probable cause for increased participation. However, during the study of the Debian community it became clear that the new developer approval process tends to take more time instead of weeks. It is therefore more likely that groups of developers that were more active, started to become more active, or that already active groups started to become more active. The conclusions based on the correlation of weekly active developers are as follows:

- The categories Annual Southern California Linux Expo, awards, CeBIT, change of leadership, community spin-off, Debian conference, Debian day, dependency issues, end of support for Debian release, general resolution, incidents, introduction of developer services, major bugs, release frozen and stable release have no effect on the amount of developers that submitted commits;

- Only the introduction of developer services seems to have a reasonable effect on the amount of developers that submitted commits 4 weeks before the influence, there is an increase in the amount of developers. The first 4 weeks after the event all show a decrease in the amount of developers, with a peak in the first week after the event.

And finally, the conclusions about the entire research in general:

- Influences have more effect on the degree of participation by developers, rather than causing more or less developers to become active;

- In 98.32% of all cases there was no or a weak relation;

- In 10.93% of all cases there was a weak, moderate or strong relation;

- There seems to be no relationship between the degree of participation and the amount of active developers.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The use of categories to group influences, resulted in the reduction of noise in the analysis. But even with this reduction, it remains uncertain if there was any noise. The categories with the highest amount of influences have less noise than the categories with few influences. A la, the influences list for the Debian ecosystem itself were considered, because these influences are more likely to be relevant than external factors. To get even more accurate results, other factors should also be taken into account. Debian was exclusively investigated. The results can be generalized to decentralized OSS ecosystems, however, to further verify the results in this paper an identical study needs to be performed. Other decentralized OSS projects can also use the results of this research, but because the results are not verified with a second case study, the reliability of this research remains uncertain. Furthermore, to find out whether sub groups (e.g., domonic, spadic or hyperactive) exist within the ecosystem that respond differently to internal and external ecosystem influences, types of commits frequency and amount need to be analyzed. By doing so, a more detailed picture can be obtained for supporting software ecosystem orchestration. Another study can be done on the visitor statistics of the Debian website in relation to events that happened, such as study is particularly interesting in the Debian project, because there is a clear website and purpose aggregation due to the use of subdomain sites (e.g., vote.debian.org, qa.debian.org and bugs.debian.org).

5 CONCLUSIONS

Developer participation in OSS development communities is important. The continuation of the project is at risk without a constant flow of new commits. In order to maintain developer participation it is important to know what influences affect developer participation. All the data of the commits for Debian in the year 2000 to 2011 were collected. In total, 1,000,000 commits were collected and analyzed. 117 influences were found. These influences were spread out over 15 categories of influences that could potentially influence the developer participation of the Debian community. Based on the obtained data, a statistical analysis was performed to find relationships between the commits and the categories of influences.

In only 10.82% of all measurement points, there was a weak, moderate or strong relation. It can be concluded that although some influences have a clear change in developer participation, the effect is not large. The biggest influences proved to be hosted or joined events (i.e., CeBIT, Debian day), new or frozen releases, incidents, dependency issues and the introduction of new developer services. Debian and other OSS projects can use this research to pay more attention to the events that cause a change in developer participation. By doing this, they can obtain a more streamlined orchestration of their developer ecosystem.
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